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is that, if a patient scores just above or below them, our advice and action should be different and be based on "the assumption that those subjects with hypertension differ qualitatively from the rest of mankind," as Pickering stated (6). Messerli and Bangalore
hopefully will, on occasion, give rise to thoughtful dissent. In practical terms, this simply means taking to heart Kant's dictum of: "Enlightenment is man's leaving his self-caused immaturity. Immaturity is the incapacity to use one's intelligence without the guidance of another. Such immaturity is self-caused if it is not caused by lack of intelligence, but by lack of determination and courage to use one's intelligence without being guided by another. Sapere Aude! Have the courage to use your own intelligence! is therefore the motto of the enlightenment" (10).
Unless we make a concerted effort to do so, as the number of guidelines is increasing more rapidly than does iron-clad evidence, we are prone to see more and more schism among recommendations, confusion among physicians, and anxiety among patients. 
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